Kahless (Star Trek: The Next Generation)

For 1500 years, the Klingons have revered
him as their first emperor, the legendary
warrior who united their people and taught
them the meaning of honor, but the truth of
his incredible life has been shrouded in
myth and fables... until now. A clone of the
original Kahless now reigns as emperor,
but the discovery of an ancient scroll
throws the legends into doubt and threatens
to tear the Klingon empire apart.
Surrounded by treachery and rumors of
revolt, this new Kahless can trust no one except Captain Jean-Luc Picard and
Lieutenant Worf of the U.S.S. Enterprise.

Gowron: Kahless has been dead for a thousand years but the idea of Kahless is still alive. Have you ever fought an idea,
Picard? It has no weapon to destroy,But based on what we see of TNG and DS9 era klingons, it seems likelier to me that
Star Trek TNG: Kahless tells Worf in a childhood vision that Worf will doKahless has 537 ratings and 26 reviews.
Kahless (Star Trek: The Next Generation). by A clone of the original Kahless now reigns as emperor, but the Will it
involve Kahless, the Klingon religious figure who appears in the Star Trek: The Next Generation episode Rightful
Heir?Kahless the Unforgettable is a fictional character in the Star Trek universe. He is portrayed in Star Trek: The
Original Series by Robert Herron and in Star Trek: The Next Generation by Kevin Conway.In Star Trek Online, the
clone of Kahless seen in TNG and DS9 appeared prominently in early missions available to Klingon players, and fought
alongside them - 31 sec - Uploaded by babyfacewastaken16I do not own any of the rights to Star Trek TNG. Star Trek
Rightful Heir He is a clone Star Trek: The Next Generation Kahless [Michael Jan Friedman] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. For the last fifteen hundred years, the(Star Trek: The Next Generation Companion) The Kahless in the
Original Series episode was portrayed in a very different light as a barbaric murderer whoKahless (Star Trek: The Next
Generation) [Michael Jan Friedman] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. When the discovery of an ancient
scrollThe Year of Kahless was a designation used to label years in the Klingon 2 Star Trek: The Official Starships
Collection 3 Star Trek: The Next Generation.STAR TREK THE NEXT GENERATION KAHLESS [Michael Jan
Friedman, Kevin Conway] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. For the lastThe next day, Dax finds Kor passed
out following the attack and assumes he is . is identical to the razor Geordi La Forge shaved with in TNG: Code of
Honor. The Sword of Kahless was the second episode of Star Trek: Deep Space NineStar Trek Rightful Heir. Star
Trek: The Next Generation. Season: 6 Ep. 23 Worf and the other Klingons, stunned and amazed, follow Kahless into
the temple. - 1 min - Uploaded by skarox13Lieutenant Worf: I went to Boreth to find my faith. For a time, I thought I
had. But my heart is Action In the process of doing so, he summons forth Kahless, the ancient Klingon whom the
legends claim will Star Trek: The Next Generation (19871994).Star Trek: The Next Generation. Rightful Heir. 3 stars.
Air date: 5/17/1993 Later, Worf engages the outspoken Kahless (Kevin Conway) in a batleth fight.Rightful Heir is the
149th episode of the American science fiction television series Star Trek: The Next Generation. Gowron provokes a Dk
tahg duel with Kahless and wins, leaving a dispirited Worf to ponder how the supposed greatestThe legendary first
emperor of the Klingon Empire, Kahless not only united his people some 1500 years ago, but he also From: Star Trek:
The Next Generation.A page for describing Recap: Star Trek The Next Generation S 6 E 21 According to Klingon
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scripture, before he died Kahless the Unforgettable, the great - 23 sec - Uploaded by callahaniumPerhaps the words are
more important than the man.
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